Container Tumbler Blender, Cage Blender, Drum Blender/IBC Bin

Salient Features:

- We have the Latest Infrastructure of cGMP - Current Good Manufacturing Practices compliance.
- All contact parts would be SS 316 and non contact parts would be SS 304.
- IBC Bin Tumbler Blender for Premium quality for dry beater for lubrication of granules and homogenization amalgamation and diffusion of the material to more development.
- Indistinguishable distorted ability of IBC Bin can be used on same method use for integration.
- This is a stopped up and protected preparation where by a retiring step put out the material from storage place of the Conta blender is transport to the tablet press hopper.
- Totally dust free.

- In granulation area the dry granules go from beginning to end to the storage place for amalgamation during a dust free bond and the same storage place is loaded over to the blender for combination.
- Also an additional Advanced Technology is flexibility of this structure to handle more than one size of bunkers or containers so allowance of changed sizes of manufacture batches in single paraphernalia.
- Covered inflexible drive with reduction machinery box and motor in the mechanism pillar understanding.
- Hydraulic power pack conformity for lifting of product bin for amalgamation.
- A proper reeling roughly the cage with one entrance point for the bin on detachable trolley.
- The charging hole with cover is provided on top with quick opening and closing preparation with dust proof joints for particle free transmit.
- IBC Bin having exonerated with butterfly control device and trolley for trouble-free mobility.
- Motivating controls panel with cycle time